Bring home your passion with Morris Black Designs

Morris Black designers can create your perfect design –
for any style, any room, any budget:
• Libraries
• Laundry rooms
• Wine bars and hutches
• Media centers
• Closets
• Wet bars

• Fireplaces and mantles
• Bookcases and display units
• Entertainment centers
• Bedroom headboards,
dressers and dressing tables
• … and much more!

In 1908, our founder, Morris Black, started a small business when
he bought a wagon and a team of horses to supply building products
to local contractors. Little did he realize that his modest beginning
would grow into today’s multi-faceted construction services company
with two locations and nearly 100 employees. And, more than a
century later, the company he founded is managed by the third and
fourth generations of his family!
Throughout our long and successful history, we’ve built our good reputation on the attention to detail that we lavish on each
project we undertake and the extraordinary craftsmanship of our installation professionals. Whether we are designing a
kitchen, bath, den or one of our many other custom interiors, we approach each project dedicated to the idea of creating a
one-of-a-kind space that is the perfect extension of each client’s personality.
Our greatest inspiration is you – your ideas, your lifestyle and your goals are what kindle our imaginations and lead us to the
ideal design for your needs and budget. When you’re ready to bring to life your unique vision of what your home could be, you
can count on Morris Black Designs to help you find the most beautiful, functional, unique ways to create a room that reflects
your passions.
Contact Morris Black today for your no-obligation design consultation. Bring home your passion!

984 Marcon Blvd., LVIP III • Allentown, PA 18109 • Ph: (610) 264-2700 • www.morrisblack.com

A passion for design. A design for your passion.

Open the kitchen up to the rest of the home

D E S I G N A K I T C H E N T H AT S T I R S Y O U R PA S S I O N S

A passion for design … When people walk into a room completed by Morris
Black Designs, the first thing they notice isnʼt the custom cabinetry, the graceful fixtures
or the sweeping countertops. Instead, they are captivated by the extraordinary creativity
that has been the Morris Black hallmark since 1908. Each of our award-winning
designers is committed to understanding your unique inspiration
and bringing it to life with innovative
design that perfectly blends
personality with purpose.
Our design
inspiration comes
directly from you.
We tap into your
personal vision and
capture your passion
on paper with
one-of-a-kind
floorplans and
3-D perspectives.

Integration

Today’s kitchen often opens
up to the rest of the home, enhancing the
flow to the dining and entertaining areas
and creating a comfortable, welcoming space
where family and friends come together,
and food and fun are perfectly integrated.

Go Green Renewable and recycled, eco-friendly
Make a statement with color

and energy-conscious – ask us about
countertops, cabinetry and appliances
that offer sleek designs, innovation
and all of the latest amenities, while
helping your family save energy,
resources and the planet.

Design for the good of the earth

Color
From soft earth tones to bold
primaries, cabinets, countertops
and appliances are available in
more exciting colors than ever
before. Make a statement with
your signature color or create
a personal blend from a
complementary palette.

Appliance Innovations
Family Focused Your kitchen
is also your home headquarters. An
organization and communications
center puts everything you need to
manage all your family’s day-to-day
activities, plan schedules, harness
technology, access recipes, sort mail,
and more, at your fingertips.

Whether it’s independent
refrigerator and freezer drawers,
dual-temperature wine storage,
induction or convection ovens,
energy-saving dishwasher
drawers, or appliances that
“disappear,”our designers have
the perfect formula for your
appliance needs.

“We relied on your experience
and judgment. And when we did have
some changes, your advice always pointed
out the pros and cons of our ideas, without
bias. The final decision was ours to make.
The final kitchen design we are enjoying
is a total ‘wow.’” John and Gail, Bethlehem

K I T C H E N S T H AT B R I N G T O G E T H E R

Small Spaces

Turning small spaces into smart spaces
takes experience, training and talent. At Morris Black, we
have the know-how to maximize comfort, efficiency and
beauty in even the smallest kitchens, and within any budget.

A design for
your passion
At Morris Black Designs,
we believe that the best
interior design is personal.

FA M I LY, F R I E N D S & F U N
Your kitchen can be the centerpiece

Kitchen Luxe Take your
kitchen – and your cooking and
entertaining experience – to the
next level with furniture-style
cabinetry, multiple finishes or
woods, wall ovens, dramatic
moldings and more. Our
designers know just how to
bring every sumptuous detail
of your fantasy kitchen to life.

Your home is an extension
of your personality and

Maximize your kitchen’s full potential

your unique lifestyle. Our

Livability Adaptable cabinets,
raised appliances that eliminate
bending, multi-level workstations,
and open floor space make a kitchen
universally accessible to family
members of all ages and ability levels
– without sacrificing style or looks.

expert designers help
you to unlock the hidden

Inner Beauty

potential in your home
and explore your vision
and individual needs.

An Island of Your Own Personalize your
kitchen with an island that pops with color, gives
the home pastry chef a baking center, or serves as
homework central. Add much-needed storage space,
make room for a sink, cooktop, or stove, or
incorporate a casual dining and gathering space.

When
it comes to staying neat
and organized, we know
it’s what’s inside that
counts – let us create
specialized storage with
pop-up shelves for small
appliances, ultra-deep
pot drawers, rollouts,
vertical tray dividers,
bread drawers and more.

Storage

Let your passions inspire your interiors

In a well-designed
kitchen, storage is key.
Customizing spaces for your
unique needs – from oversized
platters to specialty cooking
items – means spending time
with you to find out which,
how many and what size
items you have to store.

“From the time we walked into Morris Black Designs – completely
confused as to what we wanted to do – until now, with our beautiful new
kitchen, it was so much easier than we had ever expected it would be.”
Ronald and Mary, Coopersburg

B AT H R O O M S A N D B E Y O N D

Work Space

Looking for space to set up a home office?
Sometimes the best place is where you’d least expect to find it.
With our creative, custom approach, nearly any under-utilized
space in your home can be turned into a high-functioning,
stylish home office.

Redefine your space … Refresh your style. Reinvent your home. No matter what
room youʼd like to transform, our talented designers can help you bring your ideas to life, solve
any storage problem, express any style and satisfy any budget. From a project
as simple as a living room bookcase to work as complex as an elegant paneled

A Clean Getaway

library, Morris Black Designs can provide all the creativity, skill, ingenuity and

A well-planned laundry, hobby, craft
or sewing area makes life easier and tasks more enjoyable. See
for yourself how great these hardworking rooms can look when
you work with
a Morris Black
designer to create
a specialized room
from scratch or
redefine your
current space.

materials you need to make it happen.

Room to Flow
“Our first project went so smoothly that we
decided to tackle the next right away – it
went as smoothly as before, and
we were delighted. Everything
was of the highest quality with
the minimum of disturbance to
us and the rest of our home.”

Inspired by upscale spas, open
shower rooms with seating and
convenient storage for toiletries
have become one of the latest trends
in master baths – and heated seating
and flooring really make us warm
up to this style!

A space for real homework

Mirror, Mirror

Whether you want a bath
that lets you retreat or reinvigorate, our designers
will help you build your ideal environment with
custom his and her vanities, linen cabinets,
storage options, vanity mirrors and decorative
accents for a private retreat awash in style.

Bette and Nick, Bethlehem

Spa Touches

Create your own spa getaway

Multi-level, multi-directional
showerheads; whirlpool tubs
with tile, granite or furniturestyle surrounds; heated
towel rods or towel-warming
drawers; and all-over tile –
it all adds a pampering
touch. What a wonderful
way to start your day!

Visit www.morrisblack.com for hundreds of creative design ideas.

Exquisite detail in woodwork adds warmth and elegance

Get inspired today!
Come in and tour the region’s
premier selection of styles,
accessories and appliances at
our extensive Lehigh Valley
showroom.
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